A children's party

Monserrat

all glad of a break and Barcelona was the
chosen port. It was certainly a break, but
for many there was little rest. The people
of Barcelona seem to keep unusual hours,
but the extra-tropical routine onboard
permitted us to meet them at least halfway in this. The usual bus tours again
proved popular and on one of these to
Monserrat, members of the Cycling Club
who had toiled up the 3,000 ft climb the
previous day were to be seen demonstrating their 'local' knowledge. Onboard,
there was a Children's Party and the ship
was also open to visitors, in fact 'No
Smoking' notices in Spanish are still to be
seen lurking in unexpected places.

The Royal Marine Band was enthusiastically received ashore and a team of
Flamenco Dancers gave an enthralling
display of their art onboard. One of them
however, was clearly upset by the sounding of the 'Still' half way through an act,
and the 'Carry On' was altogether too
much for him. But he received a great
ovation during a later number and it is to
be hoped that this salved his pride.
The passage home to Portsmouth was
punctuated by the efforts, some of them
abortive, to fly off the squadrons to their
home stations. But though some of us
are still puzzling how one can diagnose a
brake failure at 15,000 ft, we eventually
arrived at Spithead, tired but triumphant.

.. also open to visitors'

'Flamenco dancers gave an enthralling display'

892 Squadron

' What a tremendous crowd 892 are!'
Looking back on the commission there is a
tendency to think, 'What a tremendous crowd
892 are'. To write this would be misrepresenting the truth. In fact 99% were tremendous.
The rest were only slightly above average.
It would also be untrue to pretend that a
good time was had by all. Like the rest of the
ship we have had setbacks, disappointments
and periods of boredom, and three particular
tragedies involving Squadron aircrew and
aircraft have left their marks on us all.
However, with these obvious reservations,
892 in Hermes have proved the truth of the
old Noel Coward cliche about happiness and
efficiency going together.
During the twenty-one months in Hermes
the Squadron has spent the majority of the
time onboard, as much a part of the ship's
company as any of the units. Occasionally,
however, we left the ship en masse for a
convenient air station, where we flew our
aircraft and pursued our various pursuits for
a few weeks while the ship was alongside or
in dock.
The first opportunity for this after we
embarked occurred in the Mediterranean,
when on two occasions we evacuated to Hal
Far, the doomed air station at Malta.
Accommodation there, unlike that in the ship,
was designed for a hot climate and conditions
were very pleasant. The islands of Malta are
viewed to advantage when visited for only a
week and in this respect also we were lucky.
Hal Far is a very convenient airfield to fly
from with all possible amenities and opportunities for exercise. Out of working hours,
banyan enthusiasts indulged themselves to
excess and the aircrew spent many hours
water ski-ing. The weather was perfect and
the Cisk tasted good.
Back onboard we flew almost every day
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and night, particularly on Sundays. When the
opportunity came, the delights of Palma de
Mallorca and Beirut were sampled with good
appetite. Palma is considered to be the best
run ashore in the world, by the majority of
892 at least!
We left the Mediterranean in September
and eventually flew off to Yeovilton. The
married members promptly disappeared into
their little mud huts in the Somerset outback
and the Squadron ticked over, the remaining
members working even harder than normal to
keep us operational (when THEY weren't on
leave). Everyone re-embarked in November
refreshed and looking like new men. This was
partly because there were a lot of new men,
particularly among the aircrew. The following
fortnight, spent in home waters, was full of
flying and we shot down and destroyed so
many expensive Meteor targets with our
unarmed missiles that the supply ran out and
the ship had to head East to get 892 off the
scene. We had scarcely any flying during the
headlong rush for the Orient and the next
disembarked period at R.A.F. Tengah,
Singapore, was spent getting back into flying
practice. We practised other things as well
and the Christmas spirit prevailed on this, the
first of three visits to Singapore. The
Squadron was split between R.A.F. Tengah,
where the aircraft were, and an R.A.O.C.
base at Keat Hong, two miles away. Of the
two, the detachment at Keat Hong, being in
isolation from authority, and living in an
atmosphere of relaxation, had the better
bargain. The Officers mess in particular was
delightful. Eight aircrew ran it as a private
club for the duration of our stay, the R.A.O.C.
having taken to the hills.
Back onboard once more it became
apparent that the Squadron, like the other

flight deck departments who had a large
number of 'new boys' was beginning to gain
cohesion. To the surprise of the watchers on
the G.D.P., the 'goofers platform', periods of
strife and apparently irrevocable chaos were
interspersed with others of sweet if noisy
harmony. The balance was to improve
throughout the rest of the cruise.
There is not a great deal to say on behalf
of the Squadron about the ship's visits to
Subic Bay, Manila and Hong Kong which
does not equally well apply to other departments. We all combined to impress the
Americans, terrify the Filipinos and finance
the traders of Wanchai and Kowloon, who
are no longer impressed or terrified by anything under the sun. We did our share.
During our first visit to Hong Kong the
aircrew were further reinforced, a pair of
`Nicks' being despatched by Yeovilton to
bring the Pilot complement up to scratch.
To keep them in practice we landed two aircraft. After flying on and off the 'concrete
pier' at Kai Tak, and avoiding Communist
territory by reference to railway lines and
police stations, operating from the deck when
we got back to sea was child's play to them.
We also landed a small detachment at
Labuan in Brunei, after one of our aircraft
was stranded there with control troubles.
They reported golden beaches, friendly
Marines and little else.
While the ship was in refit for five weeks in
Singapore we were once more at Tengah and
Keat Hong and the routine was much the
same as at Christmas. The weather was
better and the ski boat gave yeoman service
for the aircrew. The biggest single drawback
at Singapore is transport, Everything seems
to be as far away as possible on so small an
island. In this respect we were only slightly

Commander Gray—the beginning of his 'Chairborne Conversion'
better off than the rest of the Ship's Company
living in the Naval Base.
During this period and the subsequent
fortnight we spent at Singapore, leave was
limited, but a number of individual visits
were made to Bangkok, Penang and Malacca.
Reports were also received from planter
friends up country of bands of stewards with
892 markings, strangely disguised, paddling
canoes in hitherto unexploited inland waters.
Lieutenant M. McCook-Weir replaced
Lieutenant Commander Campbell as Senior
Pilot during our first visit to Hong Kong, and
as Lieutenant Commander Gray, the C.O.,
was promoted at the New Year it was to be
expected that he would leave us shortly
afterward. We were sorry to see him go in
April for his single seat chairborne conversion
at Admiralty, but welcomed Lieutenant
Commander I. F. Blake in his place, a former
Senior Pilot of the Squadron. He made an
instant impact on the aircrew with his skill
on water skis which was a little discouraging
for those still struggling for proficiency.
Having an A.E.O. who speaks the language
and knows the people and having spent much
time in preparation for the visit, the Squadron
was particularly hard hit when the ship
turned back a few hours steaming from
Tokyo. There was to be no flying until we
reached Singapore and as flexible servicing
was suspended for the period, time hung
heavily on our hands. The Squadron therefore

embarked upon a Green Rub routine, a
programme of edification and diversion.
Activities ranged from deck hockey competitions to tours around the engine room and
lectures on everything from the Fishery
Protection Squadron to the Stock Exchange.
It was generally agreed to be a Good Thing.
Emphasis in this account has been placed
o n the recreational side of life and our
activities ashore. We do, however, spend most
of our time in the ship and life is not all beer
and skittles. Even when the aircraft were at
Tengah a small detachment remained onboard
to safeguard our interests, spearheaded by
one of the young active A.E.O.s.
The Squadron has every reason to be
proud of its record in Hermes. In the air, a
considerable amount of information has been
gleaned on subjects not previously explored
and the results in ground attack, interceptions
and training in divisional work have all been
satisfactory. Each pilot has averaged roughly
25 hours per month and in March, flying from
the ship and ashore, the Squadron total
touched 300 hours, a figure never before
achieved by a Vixen Squadron East of Suez.
This was largely due to fine work by the
A.E.O's men. Serviceability of Squadron
aircraft has been outstandingly good as a
result of their efforts.
Spirit has been very high while we've been
in Hermes, and although a few improvements
could be suggested we have been happy. We
go down on record, perhaps unfairly, as the
only cricket team to beat the ship's team in
30 matches to date. In the ship's tug of war
competition we fell by the wayside, possibly
because midnight meals and night flying
suppers lack nourishment. In the volley ball
contest, however, 892 ratings were narrowly
beaten in a splendid final by the Direction
Officers and the Squadron Officers team came
third.
We shall leave the ship eventually with
regret, although it is good to be back ashore.
It's been a fine run in Hermes. May she
prosper and grow bigger. And get air
conditioning.

` We flew almost every day and night'
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814 Squadron

The Men
The Squadron formed at R.N.A.S. Culdrose to Culdrose on 4th October found the
on 28th November 1961 under the command Squadron at a low state of training, which was
of Lieutenant Commander L. J. B. Reynolds. not assisted by the departure of six experienced
The Commissioning Ceremony was attended pilots, in some cases without relief. During
by the Captain and Commander (Air), the disembarked period a trial of Night
H.M.S. Hermes, and was memorable for a Rescue techniques was undertaken.
hail-storm of considerable violence. Those in
On re-embarking on 12th November we
the hangar where the ceremony took place plunged straight into SMALLEX. The
felt as if imprisoned in a big drum—if this aircraft had been reduced from eight to six,
was an omen, it is still not clear what it but the flying hours allocation increased to
portended.
28 hours per aircraft per month. Despite
The work-up at Portland followed, when being seven pilots short of complement, the
we were again visited by Captain O'Brien Squadron achieved a good flying total during
and Commander Perrett, then the Squadron SMALLEX and the state of training imO.R.I. after Easter leave and we were ready proved. POKER HAND was not productive,
for our ship.
but exercises off Butterworth in December
On 21st May the pilots got their first caused us to end the year on an optimistic
glimpse of Hermes when Deck Landing note. 814 celebrated Christmas with the
Practice was carried out in Lyme Bay. On Army at Nee Soon, and a good time was had
25th May the Air Party embarked, the by all.
Ground Party having joined the previous day
January 1963 proved fruitful; the exercises
at Portsmouth. Due to a crisis in the supply with the U.S.N. off Subic provided more
position of Gazelle engines the Squadron was initial detections of submarines, and, less
then restricted to 14 flying hours per aircraft happily, our first ditching. However, all the
per month. During the first embarked period crew were back in Hermes within 15 minutes
our flying rate was accordingly low. This led due to smart work by Cavalier's sea boat, and
to a lot of witticisms at our expense, which, paradoxically aircrew morale was improved
though accepted, were not entirely by the ease with which the crew escaped.
appreciated! To make the best use of the 814 entered Hong Kong well pleased.
limited flying time the bulk of flying occurred
However, pride goeth before a fall, and the
on A/S exercises with submarines available. fall was swift and sudden. A number of
The first A/S sortie was flown on 6th June, incidents, mostly in 845, the Commando
when Tiptoe was detected before she pene- Squadron flying very intensively in Brunei,
trated the screen.
suggested that all was not well with the
Hermori and Riptide III provided the aircraft fuel system. On return to Singapore
Squadron with intensive flying, but the the Squadron was disembarked to
expenditure of flying hours resulted in long Sembawang, virtually grounded, and missed
periods of inactivity, and the disembarkation JET.
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During the subsequent 10 weeks, over 50
per cent of the Squadron ratings were relieved.
The news of the move to Victorious was made
public, and was received with somewhat
mixed feelings! Most important of all, the
aircraft fuel systems were modified and 814
was ready to embark in H.M.A.S. Melbourne
for SEA SERPENT.
The move to Melbourne was planned
because she would be in the thick of the A/S
battle throughout, and the R.A.N. wished to
gain embarked experience of the aircraft
before their own Wessex squadron went to
sea. 814 spent 18 days in Melbourne, flying on
14 of them and amassing 320 flying hours of
which 90 were by night. It was a hot period
with very long working hours, but most
rewarding. The A/S results achieved were
highly satisfactory and we re-embarked in
Hermes at Manila in good fettle, and with
kangaroos on all aircraft.
The exercises on passage to Hong Kong
were successful and 814 had finally reached a
satisfactory operational standard. However,
on returning to Singapore a third of the
maintenance personnel changed and seven
aircrew left the Squadron. We now prepared
for our forthcoming move to H.M.S.
Victorious when Lieutenant Commander
J. C. Brigham was to take over command of
the Squadron.
For the statistically minded we had to this
date flown 2477 hours by day and 450 hours
by night since forming, with 1918 day
sorties and 321 by night. These figures are
lower than was hoped but the various
restrictions have had their effect. The
Wessex has, however, been shown to be an

effective A/S aircraft by day and night and
it is hoped this will be substantiated in
Victorious. We have made many friends in
Hermes during the commission—also in the
R.A.N., U.S.N. and Army, not forgetting
our 'parent' Far East Station Sembawang.
Our aircraft have visited strange places,
snow-covered fields in Wales, deserted reefs in
the South China Sea, isolated strips in
Malaya. They have carried Admirals,
Able Seamen, Mail, stores, paloustes and
'survivors' from sinking R.A.F. launches. We
have ranged an aircraft for S.A.R. from the
hangar, spread it and flown it off in under
15 minutes, and we have failed to lift the
TACAN aerial! We ran our own nonscheduled airline, 'Tiger Airways'. We came
bottom of the swimming gala, and won (with
the help of two 892 stalwarts) the Athletics.
We have played a lot of hockey and football
with varying results, and are ready to have a
go at most things. We have come together
from all parts, including Canada, Australia
and the United States, and many of us have
moved on to other jobs. But I think when we
look back on our time we should all be able
to say 'it was pretty good'.

803 Squadron

` We felt understandably superior'
As a worked up Squadron joining an untried
ship we felt understandably superior, but it
was immediately apparent that this feeling
was misplaced. One glance at the hangar and
another at the flight deck convinced us that
we were bringing ten very large aircraft to a
very small carrier, and 18 months later we are

still learning to solve this problem.
The work-up in the Mediterranean was
therefore hard work. Long days of flying with
rapid turn-arounds exerted everyone to the
full but the sun was warm on our backs and,
in our first clash with the superior aircraft
of the U.S.S. Independence, the pilots were

cheered to find that they could hold their
own surprisingly well.
With Hermes alongside in Malta, we
continued weapon training from Hal Far and
also had a taste of flight-refuelling with our
own pods. We re-embarked for the second
stage of the work-up and more weapon
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`Flight refuelling
with our own pods'

training at El Adem, and then a splendid
visit to sumptuous Beirut was followed by an
exercise with the Army in Cyprus and strikes
on targets in Crete.
On returning from one of these Lieutenant
Tristram experienced his epic bird-strike and
the Squadron was delighted when he later
received a Queen's Commendation for this
very stout effort.
Shortly after this Lieutenant Creasy made
the 1000th deck landing of the Commission,
and the Squadron was proud to have contributed 611 of these while flying less than
half the total number of aircraft on board.
Following the O.R.I., which seemed almost
easy after the strenuous preparation, two
pilots left and one of their replacements
ended up in the catwalk on his very first deck
landing!
Lieutenant Commander Mills relieved
Lieutenant Commander Leece as Commanding Officer during a short stay at Gibraltar.
Then followed Exercise RIPTIDE off
Portugal, during which the Senior Pilot,
Lieutenant Commander Willson, had an
unexplained double flame-out and ejected
over H.M.S. Scarborough in the Atlantic. He
was picked up very quickly but his request
for a gin, made just before pulling the blind,
was seized upon by the British Press, and he's
been trying to live down a drunken reputation
ever since. The ensuing brief visit to Lisbon
and a delightful four days in Palma convinced
us that one young pilot in particular was
intent on proving the legend that a true
sailor has a wife in every port.
While again disembarked in Malta, six
pilots flew to Cannes and joined the U.S.S.
Forrestal to use their Missile Trainer. They
approved equally of this machine and of the
U.S.N's excellent liaison with the Cote d'Azur
and returned wiser men, in all respects. The
following exercise, which was completely
international, involved our co-operation with
the Greek Army and some of the difficulties
were epitomised by one incident which
occurred when a Greek soldier attempted to
control a Scimitar flown by the Senior Pilot.
In answer to repeated requests for his
position, the Greek finally replied in desperation, 'I am here!' The Senior Pilot looked
down on a vast expanse of Greece, smiled
ruefully, and flew home to 'mother'. It was
all Greek to him!
After five weeks of home life at Lossiemouth we re-embarked to fly in filthy weather
in the Irish Sea and fire missiles on Aberporth
range. Big seas and snow showers hampered
us but did not prevent us proving that our
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new toys worked, once the inevitable bugs
were ironed out.
We paused on the way down the Mediterranean to play with the Americans in 'POKER
HAND', and incidentally flight refuelled
from them. After a fast passage across the
Indian Ocean and little flying, we were finally
launched into an enormous Cu Nb in the
Malacca Straits and disembarked to R.A.F.
Tengah for Christmas. Our hosts and friends
were most kind and we all agreed that if one
must spend Christmas away from one's loved
ones then we couldn't have done better.
In the New Year we flew on an Army Co-op
exercise with the Commonwealth Brigade at
Asahan, and we finished up full of mutual
admiration. It was a great pleasure to find a
30 m.p.h. 'pongo' who thinks as fast as a
500 knots aviator!
In the Subic Bay area, we flew with the
Americans again, practised weaponry under
their control at Tabones Range and cross
operated with the U.S.S. Ranger, an American
`floating Airfield'. She looked enormous and
there were many suggestions made, ranging
from 'formation landings' to 'not bothering
to put our hooks down'. The U.S.N. pilots
who returned the compliment had our
sympathy when they saw our deck but it
appeared merely to strengthen their conviction that the British are 'nice guys but nuts'.
Returning from Hong Kong, we joined a
`show of strength' over Labuan and Brunei.
But we heard later that Labuan had had to
broadcast to certain local tribesmen that we
were 'friendly' and that it would be safe to
return from the hills!
Exercise JET '63 included some excellent
`banyans' at Langkawi and it is only the lack
of 'brown skinned gals' that prevents these
lovely islands from qualifying as a 'tropical
paradise'. We had a lot of fun nevertheless,
and some excitement. Five wire parted during
a dusk landing, causing the C.O. to stop
within inches of the deck edge and the S.P.
to arrive off Butterworth at night with only
700 lbs. of fuel, but no sign of the strange
airfield in sight. Both stories, however, had
happy endings.
The gunners of H.M.S. Lion were kind
enough to admit, after observing our accurate
1000 lb. bombing on the island of Batti Malv,
that their bombardment seemed almost outdated.
During Hermes' docking in Singapore, 803
left her for six weeks as an independent unit
and this was an interesting and an extremely
busy time for the Squadron. Our planned
disembarkation to R.A.A.F. Butterworth

near Penang was curtailed and, as a result,
we had to make four moves between Butterworth, Tengah and the ship, travelling by
road, rail, air and sea. This coincided with a
change of 50 per cent of the Squadron
personnel and a major change in the maintenance system, to what is known as flexible
servicing. The aircraft also gave us problems
and we had an engine lift, several tank
changes and a double flame out. But in spite
of it all, we eventually returned to the ship
intact, having beaten the 'Aussies' at soccer
and rocketing as well as beer-drinking.
Re-embarked for Exercise SEA SERPENT,
we enjoyed a satisfying exercise, highlighted
by a day spent against three U.S.N. destroyers.
Genuine excitement rose as we searched,
struck and finally 'sank' all three, just before
they got within missile range.
Back in Hong Kong again, we took the
opportunity to refresh ourselves on a
missile simulator aboard U.S.S. Ticonderoga,
as a necessary prelude to the live firings
which were to follow. They generously gave
us a complete outfit of their vivid day-glow
flying overalls and we are bashfully reserving
them for special occasions.
We fired our missiles at Okinawa with a
chase plane taking colour films of the whole
operation. The S.P. wasted several seconds
trying to control a flare which had fallen
off his missile, but he recaptured the business
end and hit the target.

'Ended up in the catwalk'

After further weapon exercises on the way
North we shared the ship's disappointment
of merely sighting Japan, but the indignity of
then having the aircraft off-loaded to Tengah
by crane, instead of flying, was also a hard
one to swallow.
Before finally leaving the Far East we
tested Ark Royal to the full on her O.R.I.
and entertained our opposite numbers in
800 Squadron in what we now regarded as
'our' island of Langkawi. The discreet but
fierce empty-beer-can-battle that developed
as the 'Red Tails' stormed the beaches of the
'Yellow and Black Tails' resulted in surprisingly light casualties and they felt no
pain.
The long passage to Mombasa followed:
here the local people were splendid, and we
left sunburned and happily loaded with
assegais, war drums and blurred photographs
of lions. Aden passed, the Red Sea passed
(several times!), and we arrived home after a
hot and strenuous cruise in very good heart.
We can only hope that Hermes has enjoyed
having us as much as we have enjoyed the
honour of being a part of her for so long.

849B Flight

'The first operational squadron to join H.M.S. 'Hermes' n her second commission'
'B' Flight, one of 849 Squadron's three front Our light blue friends invariably made us
line flights became, on 16th May 1962, the most welcome and all the camp facilities were
first operational squadron to join H.M.S. made available to us. These included a
Hermes in her second commission. The Flight nine-hole golf course, two cinemas, a swimconsists of four Gannet Mark III aircraft and ming pool, vast sports fields and a fine
a Courier Gannet Mark IV.
Corporals' Club. In case there is any doubt,
Our task at sea is detection of enemy air- the camp does have a runway and we did do
craft which are flying too low for the ship's quite a lot of flying whilst disembarked. Much
radar to see, and directing fighter aircraft to of this was over the Malayan jungle so all
intercept them. A secondary task is the available aircrew were sent up country for a
compilation of long range shipping plots to jungle survival course. It would be foolish to
find enemy surface forces and directing say they enjoyed being perpetually soaked to
the skin, bitten by mosquitoes and leeches
fighters to these targets.
These tasks were practised extensively and force-marched through what seemed to
during the work-up periods; after the O.R.I. be impenetrable secondary jungle, but it
the flying pace eased slightly though we served its purpose.
During the second stay at Seletar in April
managed to achieve an average of over 200
flying hours a month during the Mediter- we welcomed our new Flight Commander,
Lieutenant (now Lieutenant Commander)
ranean cruise.
M. H. Mumford, R.N., who assumed
The Courier Gannet is used for carrying command of the Flight from Lieutenant
passengers, mail and stores; popularly known Commander A. R. Robinson, R.N.
as the COD (and its pilot, the COD-BOD),
this aircraft flies to a variety of obscure
airfields. Sometimes, however, should the
COD be unserviceable Gannet III's are
allotted this task. One famous occasion when
this happened was during Exercise FALLTRAP in the Aegean Sea. Three Mark III's
went to Thessalonika to pick up an Air Vice
Marshal, a U.S.M.C. Colonel and a Commander R.N. Unfortunately once ashore the
palouste starter refused to function and
despite the efforts of both crews and V.I.P's,
which included pushing a Gannet around the
airfield in the pouring rain, none of the
Three of
aircraft could be started. Our last remaining
Gannet was sent ashore with a new starter,
Also during this visit an M.F.V. was
but by the time it got there the weather had borrowed from the Naval Base for an exped
worsened and the V.I.P's gone home in by aircrew. This took three days, during the
disgust. Thus all our aircraft, and most of the course of which the boat steamed over 300
aircrew spent the night ashore. Due to their miles to Malacca and back. Despite a rather
flying overalls being mistaken for para- wheezy engine all went well until the return
troopers' gear, they were given a hero's journey when the crew were startled by the
welcome by the local populace!
sudden arrival of the Russian-built patrol
In November 1962, after six weeks ashore boat of the Indonesian Navy called Tjutjut
at R.N.A.S. Culdrose, our U.K. base, we which cut across their bows at high speed,
re-joined Hermes for the Far East cruise.
then proceeded to examine them most careThe Flight spent Christmas and the New fully through binoculars.
Year disembarked at R.A.F. Seletar, SingaMuch to the crew's relief the Indonesians
pore, which during the tour East of Suez was appeared satisfied and soon departed. The
to become almost a second home to us, since incident was later reported by radio to
we spent nearly eleven weeks there altogether. Singapore but the telegraphist's hand was

still so unsteady that the message was
received as 'IN DONE SIAN FFT JUTJUT'
and a rider added by the operator receiving
it read, 'The accuracy of this message is
doubtful'.
The catapult failure which caused the
cancellation of our visit to Japan made it
necessary to disembark our aircraft by free
take-off before the ship went into dock for
repairs, a procedure not previously practised
during this commission. Our problem was
lack of natural wind; however on the day it
was found that the few big clouds in the area
had ample wind beneath them. Hermes
steamed from squall to squall at full speed,
popping off a Gannet as she passed through
each one. Happily all four aircraft got
airborne with lots of deck to spare.
After leaving Singapore for the last time
we met up with Ark Royal in the Malacca
Straits; 849 'C' Flight in Ark Royal had been
forced to leave one of their Gannets at

the 'Bees'
Mombasa so we transferred one of ours to
them. Altogether three aircraft went to Ark
where their crews were royally received; not
so the two Gannets, however, which returned
later in the day painted in 'C' Flight's
colours!
The aircraft at Mombasa was lightered on
board a few weeks later when Hermes
visited East Africa.
With the arrival of Victorious at Suez, the
Far East cruise drew to a close. Unfortunately
the Flight will not be able to see out the
commission in Hermes since we have to
embark in Centaur and return East of Suez
by Christmas 1963—our third Far East Tour
in four years.
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Tristram's Birdstrike — The Story
Returning from strike in Crete—late for left ear—taxi into Fly One—step out of
Charlie (as usual)—increased speed—look cockpit—ground crew take one look and
to see if wingman O.K.—he is—look go for tot.
ahead again—Good Lord! Chicken right
outside front window!—about to climb—
too late—bang! everything blows up in
face—convinced am dead—open eyes and
see nothing but red—obviously not in
heaven!—realise am still alive but decide
I am about to croak—tell No. 2 (Sub Lt.
Bosworth) my troubles—he talks me back
to ship—can now see a little and decide
to attempt a landing—after all Scimitars
very expensive—am talked down to deck
but still blind as a bat—then at last
moment see white line on port side of
deck—land beside it narrowly avoiding
removing the Mirror Control Officer's
'Everything blows up in face'

The 'Chicken' afterwards

`Dear Mum'
The following letter was found in the mail box without an address:
Dear Mum,
As I haven't written for some time I thought I'd better let you know that I'll be coming home soon. Get Uncle Sid to bring
the lorry down when you come to meet the ship because there are one or two odds and ends to pick up.
You'll probably notice quite a difference in me Mum—even my D.O. doesn't recognise me now, at least he never speaks
to me. Still he's had a hard time while we've been away and in spite of my help he had six weeks in hospital in Singapore with
his nerves.
We all thought the chief was going to hospital too but Maud's Mum looked after him instead. I shall be sorry to leave the
chief—he's certainly seen to it that I got all the experience I needed in this ship. I've worked for everybody onboard except
him. I heard him telling the chief in the Naval Stores that if it hadn't have been for me he would have had great difficulty
making up his mind whether to sign-on or not.
I'm sorry I couldn't help Uncle Sid pay for the excess baggage when he flew home after that concert party we had. I spoke
to P.O. Dale about it but he insisted that Uncle Sid paid him on the spot, 'None of this fly now—pay later lark in H.M.S.
Hermes' he said. The trouble was that I had to pay off the Chinese tailor the 250 dollars I owed him for that scarlet silk suit
I got for the wedding. Still I've had an offer for the suit from one of the stokers who's Dad works for Billy Smart's Circus
so it won't be wasted.
It's a pity about Betty and the wedding. Funny how I went off her all of a sudden. It wasn't because of Mr Hicks either—
it was just that Maud's ideas about boys and girls seemed much more grown up than Betty's. I still write to Maud—we've
arranged to meet outside the Singapore Dockyard cinema in five years time. Her Dad will still be working there and my D.O.
says if I'm lucky I'll be an A.B. by then so I can volunteer for Ship's Company at TERROR.
The chief has told me that when we get to Pompey I've got to help him stow his rabbits in his car. He's got a huge camphor
wood chest and loads of other stuff I saw his little car last time we were in Pompey so I suggested that it would be easier if
we put the car in the camphor wood chest and let Uncle Sid take it in his lorry. It's funny how the chief's face keeps changing
colour when I'm talking to him. I don't think he's very well.
You should see some of the presents the Chiefs and P.O's have got. When I was messman for three days last month I had
to do all the testing and tuning on their toy cars and walking, barking dogs, just to make sure they were all in working order.
I can't think what the chief Photographer wants six toy cars for—he's already got a Mark 10 Jaguar and an Aston Martin
that he uses for getting home in.
I made out my Customs Declaration forms last night and then the Captain spoke to the Ship's Company so I made out
another six. The trouble is I don't know the value of half the stuff I've got because most of it's what you might call secondhand. Anyway the Master-at-Arms said he'll be watching out for me when I go through the Customs so I expect he'll tell me
what to do for the best.
I've got to go and collect my blue suits out of the Scran Bag now Mum, the Patrolman has been looking after them for me
for the past nine months and I expect we'll be wearing them in England.
That reminds me—don't forget to wave to me as we come into harbour. All the others will be wearing blue suits but I'll
wear my white shorts so that you can pick me out.
Cheerio—love to all,
Your boy,
Tweaky.
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Jenny and her Side Party

Like her mother before her (whom I knew
very well) Jenny has her genuine Service
Certificate which has been signed by many
Commanding Officers of ships during their
stay in Hong Kong. On it are recorded all the
recommendations from acting Sampan girl to
Chief Sampan Girl. Her character and
efficiency assessments have, with one exception, been V.G. Superior. The one V.G. Sat
remains a mystery. She also holds three Good
Conduct Badges, the first awarded in 1933.
Her medals and decorations include a
Commander's Clasp, 1952, and a bar to the
Commander's Clasp, 1958.
Every Commanding Officer without exception has written highly of Jenny on her
Service Certificate and Gash History Sheet.
Only once was she ever reprimanded and that
was for overcharging on 'pop' and giving the
Buffer free bottles of 'coke'. That was a long
time ago : I can hardly remember .. .
There is no doubt that everybody likes
Jenny and her happy girls and, with one
accord will say—may providence ensure that
Jenny and her kinsfolk continue to serve the
Royal Navy in their inimitable and diligent
way for a long time to come.
B**f*r

Jenny and her girls pose for us

Any sailor worth his salt who has ever been
to Hong Kong will know Jenny and her Side
Party. From the first day we entered Hong
Kong, Jenny came alongside, her sampans
bobbing on the water with flags fluttering in
the breeze proclaiming 'H.M.S. Hermes' Side
Party'. This is not the first time Jenny has
`done' Hermes; she and her side party did
service to the ship during the last commission.
Jenny herself was born in Wan Chai but
like all women refuses to give her age.
Perhaps it would be ungallant to ask!
Anyway she began her duties as a side party
girl in 1933 working for her mother who was
known as Jenny No. 1.
Jenny No. 1 looked after Kent and Hawkins
in 1925, Cairo and Durham in 1927 and other
names like Dauntless, Frobisher, Berwick,
Cornwall, Dorsetshire and Eagle roll by like
a lay of Naval History.
The present side party are housed in six
sampans and live at Causeway Bay; Jenny
says with her inscrutable smile that they are
too poor to live in a house though she and
her sisters can be seen sporting expensive
jade ear-rings and huge jade rings! They only
cater for the larger ships leaving destroyers
and frigates to Peggy, an offshoot of the
family.
Onboard they take on numerous jobs;
anything from painting the ship's side and
collecting pig food to removing gash of all
sorts and selling 'pop'. She claims that
selling 'pop' is her only source of income!
Members of the side party are all relatives
of one kind or another and they start work
at an early age.

'Bobbing on the water with flags fluttering in the breeze'
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